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a1 something that is typical of the group of things that it is a member of example of could you give me an example of the improvements you have mentioned this painting is
a marvelous example of her work see also exemplify a1 a way of helping someone to understand something by showing them how it is used the meaning of example is one that
serves as a pattern to be imitated or not to be imitated how to use example in a sentence synonym discussion of example noun one of a number of things or a part of
something taken to show the character of the whole this painting is an example of his early work a pattern or model as of something to be imitated or avoided to set a
good example ipa guide an example is a particular instance of something that is representative of a group or an illustration of something that s been generally described
example comes from the latin word for specimen if you want an example of mainstream teen fashion find a 13 year old in a mall a1 something that is typical of the group of
things that it is a member of example of could you give me an example of the improvements you have mentioned this painting is a marvellous example of her work see also
exemplify a1 a way of helping someone to understand something by showing them how it is used example of something a thing that is typical of or represents a particular
group or set this is a good example of the artist s early work it is a perfect example of this type of architecture japan is often quoted as the prime example of a modern
industrial nation it is a classic example of how not to design a new city centre synonyms example learn the meaning pronunciation and synonyms of example in american and
british english see how to use example in sentences and phrases and compare it with related words like instance and model noun 1 a specimen or instance that is typical of
the group or set of which it forms part sample 2 a person action thing etc that is worthy of imitation pattern you must set an example to the younger children 3 a
precedent illustration of a principle or model an example in a maths book noun ɪɡˈzæmpl example of something something such as an object a fact or a situation that shows
explains or supports what you say can you give me an example of what you mean this dictionary has many examples of how words are used just to give you an example of his
generosity he gave me his old car and wouldn t take any money for it used to give an example of what you are talking about some people students for example can get
cheaper tickets example noun very good someone or something that is very good and should be copied he is a very good example to the rest of the class set an example b2 to
behave in a way that other people should copy from longman dictionary of contemporary english ex am ple ɪɡˈzɑːmpəl ɪɡˈzæm s1 w1 noun countable 1 a specific fact idea
person or thing that is used to explain or support a general idea or to show what is typical of a larger group example of can anyone give me an example of a transitive
verb 2 for example 3 someone whose behav some common synonyms of example are case illustration instance sample and specimen while all these words mean something that
exhibits distinguishing characteristics in its category example applies to a typical representative or illustrative instance or case a typical example of bureaucratic
waste when could case be used to replace view definitions for example example noun as in instance model compare synonyms synonyms strongest matches case illustration
lesson object part pattern precedent symbol strong matches archetype citation copy excuse exemplar exemplification ideal original paradigm paragon prototype quotation
representation sample a a phrase or sentence that shows how a word is used the dictionary includes thousands of examples b something such as a problem that a student has
to solve that is used to teach how a rule or process works arithmetic examples for example the sun is hot today if you stick to the rules above you will be correct in
almost all cases however there are a few exceptions and the following are the most useful ones to learn we don t use a an before the names of meals we had lunch at noon
an difference example sentences published on october 2 2022 by tegan george revised on july 17 2023 a and an are different forms of the same word the indefinite article
that often precedes a noun a is used before a noun that starts with a consonant sound e g s t v illustrative example in a teaching or explanatory context as an example is
often used to introduce a specific case or instance that serves as a clear illustration of a broader concept for instance a teacher may say consider a triangle as an
example of a polygon with three sides example of is used when describing the category or concept being illustrated by the example beer is an example of an alcoholic
beverage means that beer is one alcoholic beverage out of several possibilities example for is used to indicate who or what will be shown the example a an indefinite
article for example if i say let s read the book i mean a specific book if i say let s read a book i mean any book rather than a specific book here s another way to
explain it the is used to refer to a specific or particular member of a group for example i just saw the most popular movie of the year learn the difference between
example of and example for in english grammar and usage see examples of how to use them correctly in different contexts and avoid common mistakes
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example definition in the cambridge english dictionary Mar 16 2024 a1 something that is typical of the group of things that it is a member of example of could you give me
an example of the improvements you have mentioned this painting is a marvelous example of her work see also exemplify a1 a way of helping someone to understand something
by showing them how it is used
example definition meaning merriam webster Feb 15 2024 the meaning of example is one that serves as a pattern to be imitated or not to be imitated how to use example in a
sentence synonym discussion of example
example definition meaning dictionary com Jan 14 2024 noun one of a number of things or a part of something taken to show the character of the whole this painting is an
example of his early work a pattern or model as of something to be imitated or avoided to set a good example
example definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 13 2023 ipa guide an example is a particular instance of something that is representative of a group or an
illustration of something that s been generally described example comes from the latin word for specimen if you want an example of mainstream teen fashion find a 13 year
old in a mall
example english meaning cambridge dictionary Nov 12 2023 a1 something that is typical of the group of things that it is a member of example of could you give me an
example of the improvements you have mentioned this painting is a marvellous example of her work see also exemplify a1 a way of helping someone to understand something by
showing them how it is used
example noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 11 2023 example of something a thing that is typical of or represents a particular group or set this is a
good example of the artist s early work it is a perfect example of this type of architecture japan is often quoted as the prime example of a modern industrial nation it
is a classic example of how not to design a new city centre synonyms example
example definition in american english collins english Sep 10 2023 learn the meaning pronunciation and synonyms of example in american and british english see how to use
example in sentences and phrases and compare it with related words like instance and model
example definition and meaning collins english dictionary Aug 09 2023 noun 1 a specimen or instance that is typical of the group or set of which it forms part sample 2 a
person action thing etc that is worthy of imitation pattern you must set an example to the younger children 3 a precedent illustration of a principle or model an example
in a maths book
example noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jul 08 2023 noun ɪɡˈzæmpl example of something something such as an object a fact or a situation that shows
explains or supports what you say can you give me an example of what you mean this dictionary has many examples of how words are used just to give you an example of his
generosity he gave me his old car and wouldn t take any money for it
example meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Jun 07 2023 used to give an example of what you are talking about some people students for example can get cheaper tickets
example noun very good someone or something that is very good and should be copied he is a very good example to the rest of the class set an example b2 to behave in a way
that other people should copy
example meaning of example in longman dictionary of May 06 2023 from longman dictionary of contemporary english ex am ple ɪɡˈzɑːmpəl ɪɡˈzæm s1 w1 noun countable 1 a
specific fact idea person or thing that is used to explain or support a general idea or to show what is typical of a larger group example of can anyone give me an example
of a transitive verb 2 for example 3 someone whose behav
example synonyms 20 similar words merriam webster Apr 05 2023 some common synonyms of example are case illustration instance sample and specimen while all these words
mean something that exhibits distinguishing characteristics in its category example applies to a typical representative or illustrative instance or case a typical example
of bureaucratic waste when could case be used to replace
30 synonyms antonyms for example thesaurus com Mar 04 2023 view definitions for example example noun as in instance model compare synonyms synonyms strongest matches case
illustration lesson object part pattern precedent symbol strong matches archetype citation copy excuse exemplar exemplification ideal original paradigm paragon prototype
quotation representation sample
example definition meaning britannica dictionary Feb 03 2023 a a phrase or sentence that shows how a word is used the dictionary includes thousands of examples b
something such as a problem that a student has to solve that is used to teach how a rule or process works arithmetic examples for example
a an and the how to use articles in english about words Jan 02 2023 the sun is hot today if you stick to the rules above you will be correct in almost all cases however
there are a few exceptions and the following are the most useful ones to learn we don t use a an before the names of meals we had lunch at noon
when to use a vs an difference example sentences scribbr Dec 01 2022 an difference example sentences published on october 2 2022 by tegan george revised on july 17 2023 a
and an are different forms of the same word the indefinite article that often precedes a noun a is used before a noun that starts with a consonant sound e g s t v
how to use as an example in a sentence usage and examples Oct 31 2022 illustrative example in a teaching or explanatory context as an example is often used to introduce a
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specific case or instance that serves as a clear illustration of a broader concept for instance a teacher may say consider a triangle as an example of a polygon with
three sides
meaning in context example for vs example of english Sep 29 2022 example of is used when describing the category or concept being illustrated by the example beer is an
example of an alcoholic beverage means that beer is one alcoholic beverage out of several possibilities example for is used to indicate who or what will be shown the
example
how to use articles a an the purdue owl Aug 29 2022 a an indefinite article for example if i say let s read the book i mean a specific book if i say let s read a book i
mean any book rather than a specific book here s another way to explain it the is used to refer to a specific or particular member of a group for example i just saw the
most popular movie of the year
example of or example for wordreference forums Jul 28 2022 learn the difference between example of and example for in english grammar and usage see examples of how to use
them correctly in different contexts and avoid common mistakes
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